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Keri Smith Wreck This Journal
From the internationally bestselling creator of Wreck This Journal, a curious, engaging, and creative rethinking of all the
different things a book can be. In this uniquely skewed look at the purpose and function of a “book”, Keri Smith offers an
illustrated guide that challenges readers to creatively examine all the different ways This Is Not a Book can be used. With
intriguing prompts, readers will discover that the book can be: A secret message—tear out a page, write a note on it for a
stranger, and leave it in a public place. A recording device—have everyone you contact today write their name in the book.
An instrument—create as many sounds as you can using the book, like flipping the pages fast or slapping the cover. This
Is Not a Book forces you to ask, “If it’s not a book, what is it then?”—with a kaleidoscope of possible answers.
From the internationally bestselling creator of Wreck This Journal, a book that celebrates mistake- and mess-making like
never before... Your whole life, you’ve been taught to avoid making a mess: try to keep everything under control, color
inside the lines, make it perfect, and at all costs, avoid contact with things that stain. This book asks you to do the
opposite of what you have been taught. Think of it as your own personal rumpus room. A place to let loose, to trash, to
spew, to do the things you are not allowed to do in the “real world.” There are only three rules you will find in this book:
1. Do not try to make something beautiful. 2. Do not think too much. (There is no “wrong.”) 3. Continue under all
circumstances. It's time to make a mess.
From the internationally bestselling creator of Wreck This Journal comes an imaginative new project: fifty postcards that
send you on a quest to reanimate everyday life... Leave notes in public for strangers, dream up a tiny imaginary world,
summon magic powers, draw a portrait of yourself as a hero, create your own treasure map, or access a secret portal
whenever you wish. Don’t you just love getting something unexpected in the mail? With Everything Is Connected, your
mission is to reimagine your world—and the worlds of everyone around you—one postcard at a time. Creative,
collaborative, and winkingly subversive, this postcard set is a manifesto, a mission, a game, and an invitation in one
convenient package.
America’s pregnancy bible answers all your baby questions. When can I take home a pregnancy test? How can I eat for
two if I’m too queasy to eat for one? Can I keep up my spinning classes? Is fish safe to eat? And what’s this I hear
about soft cheese? Can I work until I deliver? What are my rights on the job? I’m blotchy and broken out—where’s the
glow? Should we do a gender reveal? What about a 4-D ultrasound? Will I know labor when I feel it? Your pregnancy
explained and your pregnant body demystified, head (what to do about those headaches) to feet (why they’re so
swollen), back (how to stop it from aching) to front (why you can’t tell a baby by mom’s bump). Filled with must-have
information, practical advice, realistic insight, easy-to-use tips, and lots of reassurance, you’ll also find the very latest on
prenatal screenings, which medications are safe, and the most current birthing options—from water birth to gentle c-
sections. Your pregnancy lifestyle gets equal attention, too: eating (including food trends) to coffee drinking, working out
(and work) to sex, travel to beauty, skin care, and more. Have pregnancy symptoms? You will—and you’ll find solutions
for them all. Expecting multiples? There’s a chapter for you. Expecting to become a dad? This book has you covered,
too.
From the author of Wreck This Journal, a collaborative creative journey where you complete the book Dear Reader, One
dark and stormy night, author Keri Smith found some strange scattered pages abandoned in a park. She collected and
assembled them, trying to solve the mystery of this unexpected discovery, and now she's passing the task on to you, her
readers. Your mission is to become the new author of this work. You will continue the research and provide the content.
In order to complete the task, you will have to undergo some secret intelligence training, which is included in this volume.
Since no one knows what lies ahead, please proceed with caution, but know...this book does not exist without you. Yours
truly, Keri Smith
The special limited edition red mesh cover of the international bestseller… For anyone who's ever had trouble starting,
keeping, or finishing a journal or sketchbook comes this expanded edition ofWreck This Journal, an illustrated book that
features a subversive collection of prompts, asking readers to muster up their best mistake and mess-making abilities
and to fill the pages of the book (or destroy them). Through a series of creatively and quirkily illustrated prompts,
acclaimed artist Keri Smith encourages journalers to engage in "destructive" acts--poking holes through pages, adding
photos and defacing them, painting pages with coffee, coloring outside the lines, and more--in order to experience the
true creative process. With Smith's unique sensibility, readers are introduced to a new way of art and journal making,
discovering novel ways to escape the fear of the blank page and fully engage in the creative process.
From author of Wreck this Journal, Keri Smith's Finish this Book is a creative adventure where the reader is the main
character - and the author. Dear Reader, One dark and stormy night, I found some strange scattered pages abandoned
in a park... I collected and assembled them, trying to solve the mystery of this unexpected discovery, and I am now
passing the task on to you. Your mission is to become the new author of this work. You will continue the research and
provide the content. In order to complete the task, you will have to undergo some secret intelligence training, which I
have included in this volume. Since no one knows what lies ahead, please proceed with caution, but know... This book
does not exist without you. Yours truly, Keri Smith Bestselling author Keri Smith is a freelance illustrator by trade, and
has illustrated for the Washington Post, The New York Times, Ford Motor Company, People, The Body Shop and
Hallmark. She is the author of Wreck This Journal, How To Be An Explorer of the World and Mess. She lives in Canada.
This beautiful box set contains the finest combination of three books, Wreck This Book, This Is Not A Book and Mess,
from the best selling author Keri Smith. Wreck This Box. Staple the box in an interesting pattern. Make a collage on one
of the panels. Paint over, glue on photographs, scraps of paper, pieces of string . . . Write a secret message to yourself
inside the box. This Is Not A Box. This is not a box, it's a plant pot. Poke holes in the bottom, fill with dirt, and plant some
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seeds! This is not a box, it's a diorama. Create a miniature scene inside. This is not a box, it's a disguise. Cut out the
classes on the top panel. Make A Mess With The Box. Cover this box with gum. Leave this box out in the rain. Use this
box to build a sand castle.
Things are what you make of them Every day is a chance to create something new for yourself. Put down your phone and pick up a pencil.
Give yourself some space. The Internet will still be there. Start with one page at a time, and you'll be surprised at just how much you can
create. Each of the 365 prompts in 1 Page at a Time will encourage you to draw, write, list, reflect, and share. This book is your new best
friend. Let's get started! Now available in red, blue, and yellow!
With this bundle, collect all four editions of Keri Smith's Wreck This Journal, including the classic black, as well as three special limited edition
covers: duct-tape, red mesh, and paper bag. In these updated editions, Wreck This Journal asks readers to muster up their best mistake and
mess-making abilities and to fill the pages of the book (or destroy them). Through a series of creatively and quirkily illustrated prompts,
acclaimed artist Keri Smith encourages journalers to engage in "destructive" acts--poking holes through pages, adding photos and defacing
them, painting pages with coffee, coloring outside the lines, and more--in order to experience the true creative process. With Smith's unique
sensibility, readers are introduced to a new way of art and journal making, discovering novel ways to escape the fear of the blank page and
fully engage in the creative process. .
Hit, create, break, rip, destroy, paint, kill, bury, and resurrect this book. Funny and creative gift for a loved one.
Wreck This Journal (Red)Penguin Books
Featuring dozens of new activities as well as some of the most popular prompts from the original, Wreck This Journal Everywhere will have
you travelling the city streets and country byways, filling the pages with man-made and natural objects, recording what you see, drawing,
doodling -and destroying pages as you go. Perfect for sliding in your pocket or stuffing in your bag, Wreck This Journal Everywhere is the
ideal creative companion!
Keri Smith's wildly popular interactive journals—Wreck This Journal (the expanded edition), This Is Not a Book, and Mess—are now available in
one boxed set. Smith invites you to reimagine what a book can be (a secret message, a recording device, an instrument). Poke holes in the
pages. Paint them with coffee. Bring the book in the shower. Let loose and make a mess. And now you can even wreck the box.
A deceptively simple adventure into the unknown using only paper, a pencil and a single line Wreck This Journal had a simple premise:
destroy the book in all the ways you can imagine. The Line is even simpler: find pencil, start a line. As you move through the pages of Keri
Smith's newest book, you'll be asked to let your line meander, explore the book's gutter, and jump around the edges of the pages. You'll hide
your line, cut your line and even let someone else take over your line for a bit. The farther you get into the book, however, the more you'll
discover that maybe things aren't as simple as they first seemed. The line has a mind of its own, and it's up to you to discover what's at the
end of the line (hint: it's just the beginning).
From the bestselling author of Wreck This Journal comes Keri Smith's Adventure Lab--a custom-designed boxed set featuring How to Be an
Explorer of the World, Finish This Book, and The Imaginary World of...--plus an original map for readers to make their own. Now in one brand-
new box, Keri Smith's trio of imagination-expanding books: How to Be an Explorer of the World, Finish This Book, and The Imaginary World
of.... Whether you want to explore the world around you, delve into the mysteries of another, or create a completely new one, this boxed set
provides the keys, as well as a map to document your adventures.
Now in one brand-new box, Keri Smith's wildly popular interactive journals: Wreck This Journal (the expanded edition), This Is Not
a Book, Mess, and The Pocket Scavenger Do not open this box! It will lead to all kinds of unusual activities including the
destruction of books, random walking adventures, the collection of discarded objects, and other things people may disapprove of.
You have been warned.
“Not gonna lie, this is probably the coolest journal you’ll ever see. . . . Wreck This Journal is here to inspire you.” —Buzzfeed A
spectacular coloring and painting edition of the incredible journal that started it all, in celebration of the tenth anniversary of the
10-million-copy international bestseller Perhaps you're a seasoned Wreck-er, having made your way through one or more copies
of Wreck This Journal. Or maybe you're new to the phenomenon (little do you know, this experience might just change your life).
Whatever the case, you've found the perfect book to destroy... Welcome to an all new-edition of Wreck This Journal, now in
spectacular full color! Inside, you'll find prompts for painting, shredding, transforming, and unleashing your creativity. With a mix of
new, altered, and favorite prompts, Wreck This Journal: Now in Color invites you to wreck with color: mixing colors to make mud,
letting chance dictate your color choice, weaving with brightly colored strips of paper, and more. What colors will you use to you
wreck your journal? “A conceptual artist and author luring kids into questioning the world and appreciating every smell, texture and
mystery in it.” —TIME Magazine “Keri Smith may well be the self-help guru this DIY generation deserves.” —The Believer
The international bestseller… For anyone who's ever had trouble starting, keeping, or finishing a journal or sketchbook comes this
expanded edition of Wreck This Journal, an illustrated book that features a subversive collection of prompts, asking readers to
muster up their best mistake and mess-making abilities and to fill the pages of the book (or destroy them). Through a series of
creatively and quirkily illustrated prompts, acclaimed artist Keri Smith encourages journalers to engage in "destructive"
acts--poking holes through pages, adding photos and defacing them, painting pages with coffee, coloring outside the lines, and
more--in order to experience the true creative process. With Smith's unique sensibility, readers are introduced to a new way of art
and journal making, discovering novel ways to escape the fear of the blank page and fully engage in the creative process.
At any given, moment, no matter where you are, there are hundreds of things around you that are interesting and worth
documenting. Warning To whoever has just picked up this book. If you find that you are unable to use your imagination, you
should put this book back immediately. It is not for you. In this book you will be repeatedly asked to . . . suspend your disbelief,
complete tasks that make you feel a bit strange, look at the world in ways that make you think differently, conduct experiments on
a regular basis, and see inanimate objects as alive.
Surveys the life and career of the social theorist best known for the quotation, "The medium is the message," who helped shape
the culture of the 1960s and predicted the future of television and the rise of the Internet.
Feeling stuck creatively, or just missing your spark? Try The Line—perfect for creators, or anyone looking for an adventure From
the revolutionary mind of Wreck This Journal author Keri Smith comes an encouraging guide to discovering and trusting your inner
voice, all through the guise of making a simple line. As you move through the pages of this book, you’ll be asked to start a line,
and then to take it through a series of increasingly interesting and meaningful adventures, from letting your line meander or jump
around the pages, to using it to help you explore your past, make decisions, and discover the good in your world. A deceptively
simple journey, you’ll discover that with your one original line, you have the power to transform the world. “Keri Smith may well be
the self-help guru this DIY generation deserves.” —The Believer
Create This Book is the ultimate outlet for creativity. Includes 242 pages of unique and inspiring prompts to get you in the creative
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zone! Whether you are trying to get past an artist's block, wanting to become more creative, or just looking to have some fun, you
will love this interactive journal! Want to learn more? Check out "Create This Book" on Youtube! You can watch Moriah Elizabeth's
"Create This Book" Series! Great for inspiration and guidance on your creative journey! Go to MoriahElizabeth.com for more
information.
Girls will discover dozens of fun ways to be creative with this book packed with projects! With special punch-out pages, girls can
make a cootie catcher, bingo boards, a gift box, a secret note dispenser, a micro mobile, and so much more. This book also offers
lots of games, crafts, journal-writing activities, and sticker fun for girls to share with friends and family, or to do on their own.
The national bestseller. Write. Burn. Repeat. Now with new covers to match whatever mood you’re in. "This book has made me laugh and
cry, filled me with joy, and inspired me." -TikTok user camrynbanks Instagram, WhatsApp, Snapchat, TikTok, VSCO, YouTube...the world
has not only become one giant feed, but also one giant confessional. Burn After Writing allows you to spend less time scrolling and more time
self-reflecting. Through incisive questions and thought experiments, this journal helps you learn new things while letting others go. Imagine
instead of publicly declaring your feelings for others, you privately declared your feelings for yourself? Help your heart by turning off the
comments and muting the accounts that drive you into jealousy for a few moments a night. Whether you are going through the ups and
downs of growing up, or know a few young people who are, you will flourish by finding free expression--even if through a few tears! Push your
limits, reflect on your past, present, and future, and create a secret book that's about you, and just for you. This is not a diary, and there is no
posting required. And when you're finished, toss it, hide it, or Burn After Writing.
Temporary art, graffiti, signage, performance, political art, interactive art.
Sol LeWitt (1928-2007), one of the most influential artists of the twentieth century, upended traditional practices of how art is made and
marketed. A key figure in minimalism and conceptualism, he proclaimed that the work of the mind is much more important than that of the
hand. For his site-specific work—wall drawings and sculpture in dozens of countries—he created the idea and basic plan and then hired young
artists to install the pieces. Though typically enormous and intricate, the physical works held no value. The worth was in the pieces of paper
that certified and described them. LeWitt championed and financially supported colleagues, including women artists brushed aside by the
bullies of a male-dominated profession. Yet the man himself has remained an enigma, as he refused to participate in the culture of celebrity.
Lary Bloom's book draws on personal recollections of LeWitt, whom he knew in the last years of the artist's life, as well as LeWitt's letters and
papers and over one hundred original interviews with his friends and colleagues, including Chuck Close, Ingrid Sischy, Philip Glass, Adrian
Piper, Jan Dibbets, and Carl Andre. This absorbing chronicle brings new information to our understanding of this important artist, linking the
extraordinary arc of his life to his iconic work. Includes 28 illustrations.
The Highlights Book of Things to Do is the essential book of pure creativity and inspiration. Kids ages seven and up will find hundreds of
ways to build, play, experiment, craft, cook, dream, think, and become outstanding citizens of the world. This highly visual, hands-on activity
book shows kids some of the best ways to do great things--from practicing the lost arts of knot-tying, building campfires, connecting circuits,
playing jump rope, drawing maps, and writing letters, to learning how to empower themselves socially, emotionally, and in their communities.
The final chapter, Do Great Things, inspires kids become caring individuals, confident problem solvers, and thoughtful people who can
change the world. Full List of Chapters: Things to Do Inside Things to Do Outside Science Experiments to Do Things to Build Things to Do
with Your Brain Things to Do in the Kitchen Things to Draw Things to Write Things to Do with Color Things to Do with Paper More Things to
Do with Recycled Materials Do Great Things National Parenting Seal of Approval Winner, National Parenting Product Award (NAPPA)
Winner, Mom's Choice Award, Gold
'Can you smell what The Rock is cooking?!' He has yet to encounter an obstacle he couldn't overcome. He's the WWE legend as eight-time
champion, he's outlasted being buried up to his neck in a desert (The Scorpion King), battled the giant Tamatoa (Moana), ruthless
mercenaries (Jumanji), and murderous racers (the Fast and Furious series) all thanks to his motivation and drive. Do you want to learn how
to do the same? Then get inspired with this uplifting collection of quotes from the man himself on success, wrestling, fitness, family and more.
What else can we say, except, you're welcome?!
From the creator of "Wreck This Journal," an exploration into the creative process and chance. Readers are instructed to go on an unusual
scavenger hunt, collecting a spectrum of random items. They'll be forced out of habitual ways of thinking to discover new connections.
The special limited edition red mesh cover of the international bestseller... For anyone who's ever had trouble starting, keeping, or finishing a
journal or sketchbook comes this expanded edition of "Wreck This Journal, " an illustrated book that features a subversive collection of
prompts, asking readers to muster up their best mistake and mess-making abilities and to fill the pages of the book (or destroy them).
Through a series of creatively and quirkily illustrated prompts, acclaimed artist Keri Smith encourages journalers to engage in "destructive"
acts--poking holes through pages, adding photos and defacing them, painting pages with coffee, coloring outside the lines, and more--in
order to experience the true creative process. With Smith's unique sensibility, readers are introduced to a new way of art and journal making,
discovering novel ways to escape the fear of the blank page and fully engage in the creative process." "
Seventh grade besties navigate crushes and friend drama in the second book in bestselling author Lisi Harrison's new middle grade series,
Girl Stuff, perfect for fans of The Baby-Sitters Club, Real Friends, and Invisible Emmie. Halloween is just around the corner and with it comes
the dreaded overnight class trip at a smelly farm. Fonda has ideas for a way cooler trip but before she can say Catalina Island, other kids
(including her best friend’s crush’s best friend!) come forward with class trip proposals of their own. There's only one solution: a petition
competition, and whoever gets the most signatures wins. Fonda enlists her besties Drew and Ruthie to help, but are they ready to do
whatever it takes to win? Between school stuff, girl stuff, and crush stuff, this trio's trip—and hearts—are on the line.
From the internationally bestselling creator of Wreck This Journal... wan-der verb \?wän-d?r\ to walk/explore/amble in an
unplanned or aimless way with a complete openness to the unknown Several years ago when Keri Smith, bestselling
author of Wreck This Journal, discovered cryptic handwritten notations in a worn copy of Walt Whitman's Leaves of
Grass, her interest was piqued. Little did she know at the time that those simple markings would become the basis of a
years-long, life-changing exploration into a mysterious group known only as The Wander Society, as well as the subject
of this book. Within these pages, you'll find the results of Smith's research: A guide to the Wander Society, a secretive
group that holds up the act of wandering, or unplanned exploring, as a way of life. You'll learn about the group's
mysterious origins, meet fellow wanderers through time, discover how wandering feeds the creative mind, and learn how
to best practice the art of wandering, should you choose to accept the mission.
WRECK THIS JOURNAL The new Copy is finally here! This beautiful Notebook is printed on high quality interior stock
with a cute and fun cover. silly tasks and questions, creative things to make and do. Create, imagine, write ...destroy this
journal. Grab your colored pens and washi tape and let's get started ! Hair in a bun and get it done ! FEATURES: high-
quality white paper. A convenient 6" x 9" size for your desk or bag. 120 pages Premium design Premium Matte Soft
Cover Perfect Binding There are dream planner for your enjoyment A perfect gift for girls, boys, creative people and
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students This book is suitable for everyone such as girls, boys, men, adults. grab this Journal now.
From the internationally bestselling creator of Wreck This Journal, a guide to building your own perfect world. In The
Imaginary World of…, Keri Smith asks readers to imagine something new: a unique world of their own making. Readers
start by creating a list of everything to which they’re drawn: things they love and collect, colors, shapes, ideas, people,
and creatures that fascinate them. The items in the list will become the building blocks for their imaginary worlds, used to
create texture and establish a foundation for the new place they’ll begin to inhabit. Readers will then be prompted to
think about landscape, place names, maps, currency, residents, logos, foods, histories, and more for their world. An
indispensable guide for artists, dreamers, activists, and explorers of all ages, The Imaginary World of… will encourage
readers to become revolutionaries of everyday life, chronicling the possibilities in the brave new worlds they envision.
An Indie Next List Selection Keri Smith, creator of the mega-bestselling Wreck This Journal, now brings her imagination
and inspiration to children with this picture book that explores the very active experience of reading. What if there were a
book that changed every time you read it? Actually, every book does this. We are all part of the books we read, because
our individual reactions, ideas, and emotions make the book whole, and these things are changing all the time. Keri
Smith has helped millions of people free their creativity and find their own voice with her interactive books, and now she
brings that sensibility to children and to the act of reading. This picture book is an invitation to honor your own vision and
to welcome imperfection. Kids will discover that reading can engage all five senses, and that what they themselves bring
to a book is an important contribution. (And of course they'll be invited to do a bit of harmless wrecking!)
From the internationally bestselling creator of Wreck This Journal, an interactive guide for exploring and documenting the
art and science of everyday life. Artists and scientists analyze the world around them in surprisingly similar ways, by
observing, collecting, documenting, analyzing, and comparing. In this captivating guided journal, readers are encouraged
to explore their world as both artists and scientists. The mission Smith proposes? To document and observe the world
around you as if you’ve never seen it before. Take notes. Collect things you find on your travels. Document findings.
Notice patterns. Copy. Trace. Focus on one thing at a time. Record what you are drawn to. Through this series of
beautifully hand-illustrated interactive prompts, readers will enjoy exploring and discovering the world in ways they never
even imagined.
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